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PROMOTING
PEACE:
Matt Chandler's

work in Iraq
News page 3

New concept in student heusing
nesidence hail construction to begin this summer, open fail '06
Plans have been completed

The lounge and plaza
between the new building and
U-Hall are designed to foster
interaction between the upper

for a new 120-bed residence

classmen in the new hall and

w o m e n

hall set to begin construction

the underclassmen in U-Hall.

Opinion page 4

sometime this summer.

ANN

PORN

Assistant Editor

ROLES:

God placed
men

over

A N N E

L A M O T T:

Author speaks
locally
A&E page 9

"We tried to design it with

The hall, which has not
been named, will be built

community living space in

behind University Hall and will
house upperclassmen in apart
ment-style units. It is expected

viduality," Lau said. "It will be
the type of space that will draw

mind but also a sense of indi

students into those areas."

to be open in fall 2006.

L a u s a i d : " I t b e n e fi t s b o t h

students—upperclassmen have
been there, done that and they
can provide experience. The
fi-eshmen and sophomores can
see somebody who is hopefully

"It's a little different con

cept than we have in all our
existing facilities," Vice
President for Student Life Brad
Lau said.

DOMINATION:
Track

team

l o o k s t o fi n i s h

season strong

1

Sports page 10

Around the World
know what's f)appening

Man trapped in elevator
A restaurant deliveryman

According to Lau, the new
hall is "not extravagant," but
the design was based on the
most popular housing styles at
G F U
" We d e c i d e d w e n e e d e d b e t

ter housing for the upperclass
men," Lau said about the units.
Each apartment will have
three bedrooms, a kitchen and
a living room and will house

BRIAN

RURIK

further in their studies and

NEW RESIDENCE HALL: Construction next to U-Hall will begin
this summer to provide housing for 120 upperclassmen

growing in relationship with
Christ."

ment for an area coordinator (a
new one will be added).
In addition, the shower, toi

Similar to the Bruin Den, this
cafeteria will offer espresso as
well as sandwiches and possi

Parking will be much
reduced for the upcoming year.
However, it will eventually be
extended so the parking lot

let and sink will all be in their

bly pizza and convenience store

reaches Fulton Street.

own spaces, allowing them to

items.

be each be used at the same

The building will also offer
a computer lab, which Lau said

the new hall will soon be avail

may be designed in an "internet
cafe" style, and will provide

www.georgefox.edu/residence
and a webcam link will be post

time.

s i x s t u d e n t s . E a c h fl o o r w i l l

One of the most appealing

have a resident assistant, and
there will be a separate apart-

parts of the new building may
prove to be the small cafeteria.

The complete designs for
able

online

at

ed soon.

printing.

emerged Tuesday after spend

ing three days trapped in an ele
v a t o r. T h e d e l i v e r y m a n , a
Chinese immigrant who speaks
little to no English, had been

reported missing, and the
building searched several times,
but the malfunctioning elevator

Orphan project raises AIDS awareness
Recent t-shiri campaign reminds one mother of life's sacrfices
MELANIE

Another easily accessible
site giving information on
AIDS and ways to battle the

MOCK

Crescent Adviser

was overlooked. Officials are
unSure whether the alarm in
the elevator was broken or if

the man simply did not know to

The AIDS project on cam
pus March 28-April 1 was spon
sored by World Vision and

press it.

organized by a student commit
tee. Lacey Wade and Katelyn

Paying homage to the Pope

O'Malley headed the project,

The funeral for Pope John Paul
11 will be held today. Millions

of pilgrims have traveled to
Rome to view his body over the
last three days, and the funeral
will cap the ceremonies sur
rounding his death. The
enclave of cardinals will begin

the process of choosing a suc
c e s s o r.

Leadership elected in Iraq
A two-month deadlock in

forming a government in Iraq
was broken Tuesday with the

election of a president and two

vice-presidents. Jalal Talabani,
a Kurdish leader, was named as

president; Adel Abdul Mahdi,
a Shiite Arab, as vice president;
and Sheik Ghazi al-Yawar, the
Sunni Arab president of the
interim government, as the
other vice president. The three
have two weeks to select a

prime minister.

(www.data.org), founded by
U2's Bono. Also, World Vision
is one of many Christian organ
izations working to eradicate
AIDS in the world. Supporting
these organizations provides

meant to provide a symbolic

readily available means of
reaching those affect by and
orphaned by AIDS: a number
that may well continue to grow,
as last week's AIDS project

representation to these stagger
ing numbers.

On Monday, March 28, 1:20
students wore orange shirts,
reflecting the ratio of children
now in Africa who have been

DEIDRE RHODES

orphaned by AIDS. Two days

clearly showed.
When I am reminded of the

later, on March 30, 1:10 stu

PROMOTING AIDS AWARENESS: Vangie Patlison, right, and

world's AIDS crisis, I often

dents wore orange shirts to
symbolize the growing rate of

Maggie Lundy wear the orange shirts seen around campus last week

t h i n k fi r s t o f t h e m o t h e r s :

orphaned African children

ect. During the orientation,

ing caused by AIDS sometimes

AIDS-affiicted women who say
farewell to sons and daughters,

because of AIDS. On April 1,

guest speakers and a video

seems impossible, given the

who will soon be alone in the

showed how AIDS has devas

enormity of the problem. The
GFU AIDS project provided a

world without their parents'
love and guidance.
And so, although students
and faculty wore orange t-shirts

the planners intended for 1:5
students to wear orange, reflect

tated the country, its people and

ing what the AIDS epidemic
will do to Aftica's children by

its families.

2010, should the situation there

have faced this fate—losing^

found the experience of wear
ing the "orphan" t-shirt mean
ingful. Schmidt worked in an
AIDS hospice during high
school, and more recently visit

mother and father to an incur

Junior Joanna Schmidt

compelling representation of
how devastating the disease
might be to Africa's children,
should nothing be done to miti

last week to raise awareness

although the shirts reminded us

ed with AIDS victims in South

gate the disease's affects.
Understanding the extent
and complexities of the AIDS
crisis can be one way students

able disease; this suggests that,

Africa as part of her Semester

to combat AIDS worldwide.

on average, 6000 children are

at Sea. Schmidt was pleased
that the AIDS project might

Acting on AIDS, an organiza
tion supported by World

no doubt loved their children;
mothers who were ravaged by

make

not be rectified.

According to World Vision
statistics, 14 million children

orphaned by AIDS each day.

about AIDS in Africa, and
of the many orphaned by
AIDS, it was the mothers I

thought of first: mothers who

disease and forced to leave their

Participating students and
faculty received a short orienta

Vision, is one place where stu

children to an unknown and

aware of the epidemic in Africa

dents can get more information

unknowable fate.

tion about the AIDS crisis and

and elsewhere.

about the AIDS epidemic

the intentions of the t-shirt proj-

April 8.2005

d i s e a s e c a n b e f o u n d a t D ATA

GFU

students

more

Still, alleviating the suffer

(www.actingonaids.org).
Issue WVol.CXXl
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Honor socioty introduces itself
with workshop on speaking
CLAIRE

H O L I D AY

President of Lambda Kappa
Did you know there is an

honor society on campus for
Communication Arts majors?
Well there is! The George Fox
Communication Arts depart
ment is part of the Lambda
Kappa chapter of the interna
tionally known Lambda Pi Eta
honor society.
Not much is known about

this honor society outside of
the communication major, and
so this semester they decided to

host some events and get the
Communication Honor Society
some recognition. Saturday,
April 2 showcased the honor

society's first event hosting, the
Distinction Seminar.

Amy Endicott, a member of
the honor society and liaison
between Distinction and

George Fox, coordinated the
event along with Clella Jaffe,
the

The Distinction group trav
els to businesses and colleges
all over the Northwest to give
training seminars to people
interested in learning more

effective communication skills.

About 17 George Fox students
and one high school student

gave all/2 minute speech in
front of their peers and the pre

senters. They were then cri
tiqued and given pointers on
how to improve, and gave their
speech again. Bennie said each
student improved immensely
on thar second speech.

seminar. The

"Even the (students) who

training ran from 8:30 a.m.
until 4:00 p.m.
The seminar was mostly
about public speaking skills and
how to make professional busi
ness presentations. The speak
ers, who include Jim Endicott,
usually charge $750 for- their
help, but gave the students the

were really good to start out

seminar for free.

its best speaker to participate.

Kevin Bennie, a junior and
seminar participant, said that
the* seminar was "amazingly

Those chosen will speak at an

helpful. The things they

ing, but made a world of differ

They also hope to keep the
honor society members active
on campus next year and start
annual society traditions,

ence."

including the speech tourna

attended

the

(taught) us seemed like very
small hints or changes to speak

Communication

The students who attended

Department Chair, and the
honor society president, Claire

had a chance to put their newly

Holiday.

end of the day. Each student

with did a lot better the second

time. It was just amazing!" said
Bennie.

Besides the speech seminar,
the honor society hopes to host

a speech tournament at the end
of April. Jaffe wants each Intro*
to Communication class to pick

open assembly sometime later
this month.

EMPTY BOWLS: Student Amanda Potter coordinated the

April 1 fundraiser for South Asian tsunami victims. Nearly
500 students and community members attended the event,
raising approximately $9000

m e n t o n c e a s e m e s t e r.

learned skills into action at the

The Best in Newberg

Lamm speaks about next chapter in life
ANN

wiU be going on the CubaJamaica trip during a prime
season for church leadei^hip

PORN

Assistant Editor

Campus Pastor Gregg
Lamm said he still doesn't
know where he will work next.

transitions, since many pastors
choose the months of June,

year because they're leaving
school and they don't know
what they're doing," he said.

ined his spiritual gifts, person

children, making May one of

ality and life experiences as
part of his journey to his next
calling.

the best seasons for church

"I think what God calls us

to focus on the students during

of freedom (over the years) to
run things and plan," he said.
"Everybody's been really sup

to do is often at the intersection

May Serve and avoid worrying

portive of me leaving. They say

of those things," Lamm said.

about his future.

'we're excited about what the

"I think it's a great way to
end 14 years-to have my last

Lord has planned for you.'"

He talked about the stress of

not knowing where he will be

— Pogy's —

nection with the seniors this

July and August for relocating
their families and school-age

However, Lamm is hoping

Nachos * Soups * Salads * Individual Pizzas

the student experience.
"It's given me a new con

Lamm said he has exam

interviews.

Baked, Toasted, & Cold Subs

Lamm also talked about the

Subs

responses to his resignation.
"The school's given me a lot

Free soda up to 32oz

with the purchase of any half or full sub.
Fox students only
w w w. p o g y s . c o m * 5 0 S - 5 S 8 - 1 0 Q Q

2855 East Hayes Street

Lamm, a Newberg resident,
hopes to live in the area. His
youngest son is a sophomore at
Newberg High School, his son

ministering.
"I feel a ton of peace about
that, but I don't feel a lot of
joy," Lamm said, saying he
expected to feel joy when he
found a church to pastor.

big experience be with students
for five weeks," he said.
While he is gone, secretary
Karlyn Fleming will pack his
personal items in his office.
Lamm said the experience of

Jesse Lamm is a freshman

One contributing factor to
his stress is May Serve. Lamm

ending the year and leaving
GFU has given him insight into

lives in Newberg.

Behind the Travel Lodge Motel

Deliveries or Call-in Orders

Seating Outside - Great Atmosphere

returning to GFU next year

. Kim Dittler, 2004 Graduate of George Fox

and his oldest son works and

P<^'"sonal, professional Realtor!

: Are you getting married this summer?
Thinking about moving into an
off-campus house with friends?

Corrections:

Why rent...\vhen you can own!

The National Christian College Forensics Invitational in Riverside, Calif, has

YOll CAN own a

nearly 500 competitors from 19 colleges across the US. Eveiy GFU competitor

Josh and Sarah Sargent, 2004 Graduates of

Lor the nrlce nf rt»n#.n^ an

George Fox, bought a home last year.

made it to the finals at a national level.

I look forward to serving you'

The sports photos provided by the Darkroom in Issue 10 were taken by Molly

Why don't you?

Call Kim Dittler today at to build equitv

503-380-8285 100% financing, if, never been easier!

Boyle, and the picture with Molly Boyle in it was taken by Deidre Rhodes

l i g WA C H

The Crescent

JESSICA TROUT, Editor-in-Chief
ANN DORN, Assistant Editor

Connection

Copy Editor, Business

DAN BENNETT, Sports Editor

JOHN MIDDLETON, Opinion Editor

CRYSTAL FARNSWORTH. A&E Editor

dS P^TTISON. Cotnmunications

The Crescent encourages reader response and participation through letters to the editors Letters -h

unsigned letters, but your name can be withheld by request. We reserve the right to edit for claritv Ha typewritten and no lono^r

Crescent Staf folder. The opinions presented in this paper do not
necessarily reflLt th ^®"ers to The Crescent
y reiiect the opinions of The "I'-^escent, SUB

lApr-IH.aaa

..

,

-

or

me

Box E, or Foxmail Tlie

u n i v e r s i t y.
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Matt Chandler documents treatment of detainees for congress, media
SUSAN MPLKOn-HARRTSnM
Giiesl Wriier

Matt Chandler, a 2003 GFU

graduate, has been living in
Baghdad, Iraq for 10 of the past
18 months, documenting treat
ment of Iraqi detainees.
What Chandler and team
discovered was what the inter
national media would reveal to
the world just a few months

later; Iraqi detainees were being
severely mistreated.

"We had a long list of stats
and took this report to the U.S.
army officers—a lieutenant

did get reports from people at
Abu Ghraib who reported the

down, blowing out doors.
Other trends included a high

worst abuses."

percentage of reports of mal
treatment—half

had

He continued: "After Abu

been

Ghraib, the system was tightlipped. They didn't want to
tell us anything. We had a

deliberately abused, beaten
and neglected. Commonly
they were deprived of food
and water and sleep; it was

meeting scheduled with Gen.

unsanitary, crowded. It was

the detention center, but he

deliberate neglect, not merely

cancelled the meeting. He
insisted we had to go to the

Miller, who was in charge of

lack of resources, though that
factored in strongly."

International Red Cross, but

He did take a Christmas

they didn't do mediatory
work. The Ministry of
Human Rights said they had

break, making time to share
his experiences of serving

colonel and a major," Chandler

with Christian Peacemaker

said.

Teams (CPT) in one of the
most dangerous places in the

Chandler said: "Their role

took more testimonies, and

sary and complicating the
whole endeavor—breaking

C O U R T E S Y O F M AT T C H A N D L E R

was to develop a proposal in the

world.

overall detention center. We

When Chandler joined the TESTIMONIES: Matt Chandler and team member record account of a
team in September 2003, the
formerly imprisoned Iraqi soldier
team was refocusing its efforts
to address the increasingly
(Iraqi civilians suspected of Janis Karpinski. He never met
unjust treatment of detainees crimes against the Coalition with her, but did send his report

picked out a list of problematic
trends—a big one was excessive

force used to capture, especially

no power."
In the summer of 2004, he
said they checked back with
the 72 detainees described in

"Chandler's report and finished
the report that September.
Nine on the list were detained

Provisional Authority). In May

to Ambassador Bremmer and

or disappeared (not registered
in any public list).
In the Fall, CPT was forced

Sensational

2003, family members of

General Sanchez, as well as

to restrict their movements due

Cuts

detainees began coming to CPT' sending it through the U.S.
for help in getting information Congress. Chandler also hand
about their disappeared loved

to increased kidnappings of for
eign aid workers. Rarely was it

-in house raids. It was unneces

o n e s .

CPT advocated for the fam

ilies, but Chandler says there

Sensible

was a lack of communication in

Prices

i^Great Clips for hair
Present your George Fox student ID
to save $2 on any haircut

human rights groups, the CPT

Chandler said at that point

We needed to document, and so

was able to get a more thorough
list, one including every

we

interview

detainee. However, Chandler

he had to ask himself, "Is what
we're doing worth the risk?
We're doing things I think are

detainees who'd been released.

says it was known that there
was a high security list with

injustices, encouraging

started

to

good: bringing attention to

5000-8500 names on it that the

action—but not all of it is

human rights groups had not
seen. "All the Iraqi detainees

worth the level of risk."

claims. In December of last

insisted the numbers had to be

year [2003] we put together
information in a report. I did
most of the work in putting the

much higher. They said there'd

Chandler continued, "One
guy has been with CPT for 10
years, and has almost died on

be 5000 in one camp alone, and

every project including in Iraq,

they'd been to a few different
camps."

where he was in a car wreck.

CPT began a campaign dur
ing Lent 2004, calling on people

They hit shrapnel, his head split

pressure their superiors about
this matter, and so he tried to

to pray and fast. They initiated

open and he almost died. One
person from CPT did die in Jan.
2003. The people with CPT

a letter-writing campaign, pair

have- a sense of abandonment

get the attention of Brig. Gen.

ing up a group or person with a
detainee, to write on their
behalf.
(Go
to

about their lives, and a belief

http://vyww.cpt.org/iraq/iraq.
php#reports for more informa
tion on advocating for a

CHOICE OF:
Cheese,

Pepperoni or
Don Ho

that we need to take these kinds

of risks to inspire others."
Despite an active commit
ment to CPT, as well as an

detainee.)

admiration for his teammates,
Chandler said, "My faith is not

There was little response to
their campaign, although in

in non-violence, it's in God.
Jesus taught us to do this. Yet I

March 2004, "a new man came

don't think Jesus gives us clear

in at the Coalition Provisional

guidelines for going into a

Authorit," Chandler said. He

country between warring bod
ies and trying to make peace.

said the man was very interest

Only $3.50 w/ Student I.D.

ed and receptive. He tried to

You don't have to be on a front

take action, saying he would
investigate. Then his term

l i n e t o b e a n e ff e c t i v e w i t n e s s . "

Only $4.99 w/ Student I.D.

ended, and no one filled his

Chandler recently spent one
month in Palestine doing peace

position. Once he left, the scan

making work there. In a

1 Slice and 16 oz. fountain

2 Slices and 16 oz. fountain

dal from Abu Ghraib came out
huge media interest in CPT and
their report from five months

newsletter written in early
March, he says of his impend
ing return to Iraq, "Please pray
for me and one of my team

previous. But they wanted

mates as we travel in. The situ

recent reports and only from
Abu Ghraib; only the worst

things, with names and docu

ation in Baghdad is still volatile,
and we are again in the process
of visioning how we can best

mentation.

work to reduce violence. In

Chandler said, "Of the peo
ple they had from Abu Ghraib,

these ways, remember us in

in April. Suddenly, there was

C l a i m Yo u r S l i c e .

join them in prayer and fasting
on Tuesdays.

tary compensation. We'd try to
help them get in and make their

major encouraged Chandler to

Open 7 days: M-F 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 10-5

home in the United States to

person. It would be in a loop.

The lieutenant colonel and

Columbia River Bank Building
in the Fred Meyer parking lot

Foreign Relations committees
and to the media. Only the BBC

picked it up with a brief story.
Working with local Iraqi

report together."

901 N. Brutscher Rd, Newberg (503) 538-6943

mentation went around to the

safe enough even to venture
outside. Their primary work
was prayer and fasting, as well
as encouraging churches back

the detainee system itself.
He said: "We'd be told to go
to one person, and then another

A lot of them were asking for
justice—often including mone

Great Haircuts. Every Time. Everywhere.

delivered a report to Senator
Ron Wyden's office. The docu

SHERWOOD

WILSONVILLE

20661 SW Roy Rogers Rd.

8695 SW Jack Bums Blvd.

(next to Safeway)

(next to Target/Costco)

503.625.9923

503.582.8210

your prayers."

our reports were not as bad. We
V

Is.sue 11 Vbl. CXKi
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•I like that God placed men over me'

MKX AXI) WOMLX AlP. W - ^ vessel. Once again, weaker is not a

Fight stereotypes, sexism

RI

Y O l ' M T S T I M O A I ) PA U L S I I O I ' S L I I O L I ) C O D K 1 X ( ( ) N T K X T
KRIS

Sexism also deals with

Editorial

cussed what is often known

ing, my sociology class was
reading a selection from
"Being White," a book that
discusses the spiritual and

as "the household code." He

religious aspects of dealing
with

racism

as

a

sin.

Obviously the Bible swings
in several directions regard

What's so wrong with

The dictionary defines patriarchy as myse i

"a social system in which the father
is remains, I a . _ , , _
So, if men are to be leaders of

household should function

the head of the family and men have

"Wives, submit to your hus
bands, as is fitting in the
Lord. Husbands, love your

authority over women and children.

wives and do not be harsh

and abuse this power that a problem

Men having authority is not necessar

ily bad; it's when they misinterpret

with them. Children, obey

arises.

ing slavery and racism.
As I read through the
author's continual proposal

your parents in everything,
for this pleases the Lord.
Fathers, do not embitter your
to act as Jesus Christ would
children, or they will become
towards racism, I kept think
discouraged. Slaves, obey
ing about gender. Why is it y o u r e a r t h l y m a s t e r s i n
that a racial slur is thought of everything; and do it, not
as rude, cruel remark; yet, in only when their eye is on you
chapel last semester when a and to win their favor, but
performer acted out the Bible ' with sincerity of heart and
in one act, he used crude reverence for the Lord" (Col.

Submitting one to another in the
fear of God has everything to do with
serving each other, not bossing them
around. Submitting one to another is
similar to when God, a few verses

According to the defmition, racism is "the belief
that race accounts for differ

and obedient children and

ences in human character or

s l a v e s . Wa i t . . .

tually moved down

to my little private
region. You know,
you're 7, you didn't

ability and that a particular
race is superior to others."
This is the problem in

written, there have been
some major changes in our

sexism as well. There is an

society; obviously, this piece

o v e r t o n e i n C h r i s t i a n i t y,

about slaves was written in a

Part of what the son of a

especially in biblical texts
(and interpretations), that
suggests that one gender is
superior to the other.
In the creation story, for

different context. Why stop

FORMER Michael Jackson

there? There have been other

maid told jurors in the

changes too—especially
issues regarding gender.
What if a woman is a single

ONGOING Jackson

example, one often equates

mom?

Many people find the

the role of temptress. On
the other hand, Mary is

phrase "Times are changing"

uplifted as a pure, inno
cent virgin. Either

feel their traditions and val

molestation trial. The emo
tionally-charged

strongest

n e s s t h u s f a r.

ues are threatened. Slavery
was

abolished.

Can

Christians now embrace gen
der differences in a respectful

or superior to

matter instead of one that

Opinion Editor

For my column, I thought
I would address some ques
tions that just will not go away
concerning Christianity. You
may or may not have thought

about them already.
If God "has a plan for your
life," what is the point of prayer?
If I ask that question, the

ing. Let's clear up a common miscon

ception. The Bible doesn't say that
men are better than women or that
w o m e n a r e i n f e r i o r.

Rather, both men and women are
equal, they just have different roles. I
picture it like this. God made men

Is the God of the universe not big

enough to capture the love of your
life and bring you the perfect

boyfriend/girlfriend or better yet,
husband/wife?

Plus, why are you just "sitting by"
anyway? Aren't there better things to
do than boy-watch? It's a lack of faith'
when you believe God isn't big
enough to bring you "that one," but
rather needing to take charge and
get'um yourself.
Now at this point you might be
calling me outdated, unrealistic, oldfashioned, un-cool and totally out in
left field. Fine, but God still calls.guys
to take the leadership role in marriage
and dating relationships.
I don't understand the mentality
that there's a "problem" when girls
aren't being asked out.. .this is embar

rassing to the female race. Maybe
some girls are desperate, but I'm not.
• God knows what's best for me and I

like a beer mug, they can be tossed

don't need to worry about it.
So, how do these arguments con
nect? Men are supposed to be the

around and slammed against other

leaders, deal with it. That's how God

objects. On the other hand, God
made women like a wine glass, deli
cate and beautiful. Both glasses have

set it up. The negative view of patri
archy is biblically unfounded. God
will meet our needs for love and
romance in accordance with His will.

Girls can stop losing sleep over ask
ing guys out; just wait on the Lord,
not

sion you make, no matter how

answered at somewhere in-

hard (or how little) you pray
for something, it's already

between. Don't ask me where,

The problem with that is
Jesus telling the rich man that

though.
How do you balance living the

decided. It's a sunk cost. That
does not sound like the life I

American dream, and following

want to live. So that thought is

Christ in a sacrificial manner?

rejected.
Now imagine God not

having any control of your
life. You have free will, my
friend! Free you make your
own choices.

Prayer is, again, not some
thing you need, because God
on your own! Be sure to make
the right decision. In this

control ~ no matter what deci

push women around. God places
men over women, but again, in a sac
rificial way.
I like that God placed men over
me. Why? Well, they're like a cover

It's a lack of faith.

decent wage. I should be able

point of doing anything?"

of living? God's got it under

they're going against the Word. The
Bible never gives guys the right to

ing away the role God gave to men.

3 burning questions, Christian

isn't going to help you. You're

thought of as God being in
control, God allowing some
thing to happen, or God hav
ing a purpose for your life.
Imagine wholly believing
that God has control of your
life. What would be the point

church? Sacrificially.
When men are dominating creeps

My point? God created patriarchy
as a means of protecting the weaker

next obvious is "what is the

This question can also be

church. How did Christ love the

e d t o f u l fi l l c e r t a i n r o l e s . A r e m e n

JOHNNY
J O H N

their wives as Christ loved the

better? No, just different.

other?

MIDDLETON

wit

later, says that husbands should love

separate purposes but both are need

favors one gender over the

HERE'S

MAN

prosecution

uncomfortable because they

w a y, w o m e n a r e s e t
as either inferior

in

think it was wrong."

EMERGED AS PERHAPS THE

women with "Satan" and

will you go out with me?" she's tak

the fear of God.

household should function

Slaves?! Since this was

just as Christ is the head of the
ple leave out the verse right before it
telling us to submit one to another in

believe that this is how a

they be the leaders in a dating rela

tionship? When women take the ini
tiative for such interactions the
chances of that same dynamic carry

ing into marriage are astronomical.
A problem occurs when a girl asks
a guy out. If she says. "Hey hottie,

church. I find it interesting that peo

3:18-22).
Many Christians still

their families, then why shouldn't

Ephesians 5 tells wives to submit

to their husbands as unto the Lord.
The husband is the head of the wife,

^'i'm tickling and he's
today: with a man heading
tickling and it even
the family, a submissive wife,

men

a beer mug.

aren't! „,triarchv7 delicate. In fact it kills me to think of

writes about how a Christian

stereotypes about women
and the audience laughed? Is
it right and fair to tease each
other based on gender?

bad thing, just more delicate than say,

men and women are the sam . emotional or

battling stereotypes. Paul dis
At the time of this writ

VSPILLAR

. -J - it that If you know me you know that
Who's hair-brained
idea is - person to say something

s o m e w a y.

KILLAM

a i c fi

Editorial

sense, prayer would just be
using God as a sounding
board.

What would be the point
of a God, anyway? Just grab a
friend. The thought of no
Supreme Being, however,
should be easily rejected.
So this question is best

Somewhere down the line

I would like to own my own

business. Call it one of my
goals in life. I believe I have

to set goals, and achieve them.

it is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle
that get into heaven. And 1
don't know about you, but I'd
rather get into heaven.

So, Christian, if you
believe the Bible as much as it
looks like, why are you so

been blessed with a brain and

rich? Good luck getting into

enough money to get me to
get this university. I also have
enough money to live a com

heaven.

fortable life.

of influence is a Christian?

What's the problem with

this? In the eyes of the world,
Americans are flipping rich,
and the world perceives that
correctly. What do you call a
Starbucks in Angola? Looted.
Here, it's just another decision
among coffee places.

I think we have the right to

live a happy life, to provide for
our family, and to earn a

What is the point of witnesS'

ing when everyone in your range

men.

can enjoy your own sub-cul

ture, because nobody is get

ting converted. In fact, you are
likely turning off the people
on the outside with your holi

er-than-thou bubble.
You have to be able to

meet people where they are.
I'm not saying you should for

sake all your George Fox bud
dies and transfer to Sinfield or

Pew Us We're Dark (Linfield
or Lewis & Clark).
Just realize that a nonChristian is much more com

fortable at Barnes and Noble

As a good Christian, your

or a bar than in church.

look at you and automatically

darkness. Take h to 'em.

life should serve as a witness Darkness doesn't overwhelm
in and of itself. People should light; light illuminates the
notice that, yeah, there's
something different about
you.

Christian!

I don't think of myself as

someone to be followed in my

The problem here is what Christian questioning. Like 1

happens when there is nobody
around to notice?

said, I don't have the answers.

I only have some questions.

Well, good Christian, you
Issue 11 *o|.c3i^Yll
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OPINION

From the Fen of the President
own convictions regarding
M AT T H E W

LQX
ASC
President

the person of Christ and
this community.
First, I know the entire
world has been created for

God's glory. 1 know the

ultimate purpose of every
In grade school I played

fiber of creation is know,

basketball nearly every day.
On the playground 1 played
pick up games. In the fall

love, and bow low before

and winter I suited up as a
guard for the Lions, my
grade school team.
In the summer I played

ultimate and final sense the

hoop in my cul-de-sac.

divine appointment with

Looking back I can see

George Fox University.

I can also see that I

A DEtmSELKSS WOMAN, STAUVKI) IX) DEAIMI IN THE Hl( REST COrNTHY LN THE WORLD
AMANDA

NEWMAN

Editorial

Te r n S e h i a v o w a s m u r d e r e d .

In a country where people fight to
protect plants and animals, in a
state where, a few years ago, peo

ple tried so hard to keep a little
Cuban boy, this poor, defenseless
woman was abandoned by the
legal system.
For those of you shielded by
the Fox "bubble," Terri Sehiavo
suffered serious brain damage fol
lowing a collapse in 1990, after
going home to tell her husband
she was leaving him. She was
awarded $1.65 million in medical

fered a spontaneous brain hemor

M i c h a e l d i d n o t h a v e Te r r i ' s

rhage three years ago, and is now
in a state very similar to Terri's,
unable to talk, walk, feed himself,
or do many other things we take
for granted.

best interests at heart. Regardless
of what happened in 1990, he has

The difference is that while

sobbing.
Once, she was covered in
puncture marks and her insulin
had skyrocketed - he tried to kill
her. And although engaged since

Chris lives at home and is given
loving care and rehabilitation,
Terri was placed in a hospice,
where people go to die, and
refused all rehab, despite the
money awarded for that express
purpose. Terri's hands were twist
ed and bent from the lack of even

a minimal amount of therapy.
Terri's parents and siblings
have been fighting relentlessly for

tried to do her harm on other
occasions. Nurses swear that

when he visited her, she was left

1997 to another woman, the

mother of his children, Michael
r e f u s e d t o d i v o r c e Te r r i .
How

this

man

could

be

unmoved by the sight of eightyear-old children attempting to
bring her water and being arrested
is beyond me, but then, this whole

mately Christ will, through
his own redemptive love,
claim that glory.
I know Fox is no excep
tion to this rule; in some

against my neighborhood
friends on an adjustable

that basketball was my life.

Death and evil triumphed over Sehiavo

our creator and that ulti

glory of our Savior has a

I have even more hope
when I consider that

was terrible basketball

Christ's redemptive work

player. I was always last
picked on the playground.
At the risk of sounding

has already begun. I know
this because of the forgive
ness, redemption, and spir
itual baptism I have experi
enced in ray life and seen

sexist. I will say that the
girls were always picked
ahead of me and by "the

in the lives of others at

girls" I mean every single
girl.
As a guard on the
Lions I never got playing
time during "clutch"
moments. In fact, I was

Fox.

never a decisive force in

Luke 4:18-19 for our com

any game. I was a non-fac
tor. My best contributions
were on the bench, and my

munity. I believe this is,
has been, and will be the

biggest victories were .sole
ly the produa of others'
efforts. 1 stopped playing •
basketball in the eighth
grade which, not by any
coincidence, was the same
year cuts began.

Ever since arriving at

For this reason, I know
our divine appointment is
for this time. 1 believe

Christ is still proclaiming
the prophecy quoted in

"year of the Lord's favor."
In light of all this, per
haps we can make a few
inferences regarding my
questions. First, all that
we have experienced is not
the product of some cultur
al force but rather a fore
taste of the fullness of our

wanted was to be able to care for

case is. In a world where we are

constantly worrying about the
"world hunger" problem, Terri

suddenly remembering that she

and rehabilitate their daughter, at
their own expense. Why Michael
wouldn't allow this is beyond

Fox 1 liave wondered if my
faith and that of my peers
is a bit like my grade
school basketball playing: a

Sehiavo died of starvation in one

non-factor in which the

once said she wouldn't have want

biggest victories are the
product of others' efforts.
It seems possible that what
we experience is nothing
more then the sum spiritu

believe the most devote dis

al total of the week's

freshmen.

events. If we make it to

After ail, the redemp
tive love of God is moving,
and our Saviors glory is

malpractice in 1992, and her hus
band, Michael Sehiavo, $600,000.
H o w e v e r, M i c h a e l , a s

guardian, controlled it all, and,

custody for years, and all they

me—unless he caused her col

of our hospitals, and her family

ed to live like this, began a legal
battle to end her life, spending

lapse, and was afraid she would

was not allowed to be at her side.

talk. Because he refused her a

nearly all her money on attorneys.

simple MRI, we can't know what
really happened.

This was not just an emotion
al family custody battle, it was an
issue of life and death, of right
and wrong, and, in this case,
death and evil triumphed. I only

Finally, on March 18, Terri's feed
ing tube was removed, and she

S o m e d o c t o r s b e l i e v e Te r r i

died on March 31 of starvation

was not in a Persistent Vegetative

and dehydration.

State, and her brain was not fried
or liquefied, as Michael claims.

hope the family continues to fight
Terri's murder was barely legal

I. am much more able to relate

Terri was not even on life support,
only a feeding tube. But she had
shown that she wanted to live,

than many. My older brother suf

and could have been rehabilitated.

www.teiTisfight.org.

Now before I get up on my

soapbox, I'd like to explain why I
feel the way I do. The fact is that

letters@fox
THE LIFESTYLE AGREEMENT- a

response to the Jan. 21 arti
cle "Total Institutional

Tragedy"
Many students on campus

think they have nowhere to go if
they are struggling with the
lifestyle agreement. They espe
cially think no one can help them
with contraception. But they
think wrong.

Although they do not support

sexual promiscuity, the staff at
the Health and Counseling
Center is more than willing to
write prescriptions for many

types of birth control.

One nurse said that

their highest concern is
that the students here

are staying healthy.

They are not naive to the fact

that many students on campus
are sexually active, despite the
lifestyle agreement. The nurses
and other staff want to keep stu
dents healthy by talking to them
about their lifestyle choices, and
providing contraception if neces
s a r y.

The Health and Counseling
Center on campus is victim to

for all they're worth, because
and absolutely atrocious.
For more information, visit

The staff is friendly and help
ful, and they give you the exact
service you would expect in a

"regular" doctor's office. Some
people also believe that students
will be expelled or turned over to

Student Life if they are strug
gling with a personal problem.

This accusation is also unsup
ported.

Students will not be reported
to Student Life for breaking their
lifestyle contract, and they will
not be expelled from school. If

the workers there are not to be

any student has a question, con
cern, or needs help, the nurses at
the Health and Counseling

trusted or that the medical care is

Center are more than willing to

sub-par. These positions are both
false and ungrounded in any

provide for his or her needs.

fact.

--An Anonymous Junior

many stereotypes. People think

Over the Edge and enjoy
both chapels, we'll be fine.
Perhaps it is worse
than that. Perhaps the

spiritual atmosphere of our
campus is nothing more

Savior's glory. Second, we
should only expect more
from the weeks, months,
and years to come. We
have every reason to
ciplines and most profound
experiences of our graduat
ing class will become the
norms for the current

arriving. Beyond all this,
we have every reason to
delve deeper into the pres

ence of our coming Savior

than an emotionally

in disciplined prayer and

charged unspoken annual

obedience.

tradition.

Perhaps my basketball
days hold one more rele
vant analogy for us. I

Perhaps our talk of
"revival" and our expecta
tions are similar to

always gave my best effort
on the court. It just so

Brightwood concerts and
the flooding of the quad:

happens that my best effort

they simply happen every

was terrible.

year without effort and
without change.

1 will not provide a
definitive answer to those

questions. In one sense,

In a similar sense. I sus

pect all God demands of
us is our honest, childlike

efforts. If our community
does have a divine appoint

they are matters pertaining

ment with Christ's glory,

to each believer's faith. If

these are the items we

you fear your faith is sur

must bring: prayer and obe

roundings-based perhaps

dience.

you should step away from
your surroundings and

seek a place of honest,
humble and simple prayer.

The results will be

nothing short of amazing.

Lacking answers, I will

attempt to speak from my
Issue
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Festival movies cover wide range of genres
BRIDGETTE

which bring

HARMON

This film won the

Staff Writer

Film

"Lotto" by Stephen

Festival

Radley was another

was

humorous production,

" I n d e p e n d e n t Vo i c e s a n d

explaining why no college

Creative Visions." This theme

student will ever win the

accurately describes the array of
student-produced material that
was

j o y.
Best

Cinematography Award.

The theme for this year's
Fox

Him festival

shown

in

the

lottery. In the film, one

college student actually

Cameo

does buy a lottery ticket

Theater in Newberg on Friday,

with the winning number

April 1 and in EHS 104 on cam
pus Saturday, April 2. From
slapstick humor to romance to
dark horror, the George Fox
students displayed a wide vari

for a two hundred million

dollar lottery. At first he is

Daze" by Randy Kaufman

The Fox Film Festival that
took place last weekend was
the seventh annual film festival
in George Fox history. It is a

showcase of student films,

creativity and growth, and pro
vide exposure to valuable feed
back from other artists, profes

claims later on that night
that no one has won the
lottery. In an attempt to
find out what happened,
the college student dis

shown at the Cameo. "School

Staff Writer

they will be able to do
the radio announcer

committee, said "we had 140
people show up, which is a sig
nificant improvement over pre
vious years." Nine films were

HARMON

attempting to "recognize inno

w i t h a l l t h e m o n e y.
Unaccountably, however,

of the Fox Film Festival central

RRinGETTE

elated, planning with his
friends all of the things

ety of creative talent.
Katie Clogston, vice chair

founded on
one stndenrs
movie promlet

vating storytelling, encourage

sionals and students," accord

ing to the Fox Film Festival
mission statement.

It all began back in 1998
when a lone student, Seth

Himes, decided to premier his
s h o r t fi l m " H o p e l e s s

received the Best Narrative and

covers that he is being fol

Best Editing awards, and

lowed by two mysterious

Romantics" for a small gather

"Saving Ryan" by Stephen

men in black suits and

Radley also won an award.
Clogston said she was
impressed that so many profes
sors and non-media rhajors
showed up to support the festi

sunglasses, who chase

ing of the friends and the fami
ly of the production crew. To
his amazement, on the night of
the premier the theater was
packed with people—some
even had to sit on the steps and

him all over campus until

they finally corner him,
take his lottery ticket and
tell him that college stu
dents can only pursue

val.

fl o o r !

The free Saturday night

happiness, never attain it.

At the end of the 15-

segment of the film festival on
campus drew a large crowd of
students, overfilling the EHS
104 lecture hall. It began with

T h e fi n a l fi l m i n t h e

m i n u t e f e a t u r e , t h e fi l m

festival, "Ransom" by

received a standing ovation.
This marked the beginning of

Landon
BRIAN RURIK

and Sam.
Next was "Ithacus Getch"

by Brandon Baker, a short film
about a paranoid, eccentric stu
dent trying to adjust to college
life...only to find out in the end
that he is schizophrenic as well.
"Romantico" by Bryan
Harada was of particular inter
est to the girls of U-Hall 3-

money from the ATM alone
late at night, oblivious to the
m y s t e r i o u s s t r a n g e r, ( N i c k
Serone) watching her from the
phone booth right outside the
window. As walks away with
the money, Serone stalks her
silently and finally hits her over
the head and runs off with her

money, leaving her prone figure
sprawled across the floor.
"Mr. Nobody" by Kevin
Brower was the only music

worried about losing Hudec's

sented. It is the story of a

supervised by the Cinema and

friendship, Kim decides to use
the plunger. When he gets to
the bathroom, however, Hudec

young man (Davis) who is bit
by a seductive vampire and

has already plunged the toilet,

becomes a vampire himself. His
friend (Rhodes) figures out his

and the two realize that their

condition and covets the vam

friendship is more important
than their flushing habits. This
fdm won the People's Choice

pire's everlasting life. After the
vampire refuses to bite him,

Award.

'Trie" by Andrew Haskell

Shawna McMahon, a resident
of U-Hall 3-West, and Matt

video in the lot. The artist in the

Simpson from U-Hall 1-West.

attends Brower's church in

Interestingly, McMahon and
Simpson became good friends

Portland. The song was taken
from Clark's CD, "Tearz of

was a much darker production.
Against the backdrop of a song
assuring that "everything will
be alright," a college student
tries to cope with the reality
that his girlfriend has broken up
with him. Throughout the film

War," which is available on

he becomes more and more

Amazon.com.

whole

obsessed with her. The world of

message I wanted to get across
is that no matter who you are,
we all have something special
that we were created for," said
Brower. Many times in life, situ

reality is in dull black and
white, while all of his memories

ations and people make us feel
like we are Mr. Nobodys, ya

yard and shoots himself in front

know?"

brought a shocked gasp from

West.

The

fi l m

featured

after filming this romantic short
film together.
"Don't Think" by Sam
Provoast dealt with how hostile

and judgmental Christians can
be towards those who need

compassion the most. In the
film, a young girl reveals to her
boyfriend that she is pregnant
Both boyfriend and girlfriend

video is Silas Clark, who

"The

of the two of them together are

in vivid color. Finally, he drags
his girlfriend out to a railroad

of her. The gruesome ending

turn to their friends-for support
and advice, but they receive

Grover was one of the most

"Daydream" by Bethany

only harsh condemnation for

humorous productions. It deals

their immorality. Finally, they
decide that abortion is the only
option. At the abortion clinic,
they are met by a group of sign-

with the tension an unflushed

mates, no matter how good of

Bylsma was a beautifully done
piece showing scenes from the
lives of three different women.
One is a ballet dancer, stretch

friends they are to begin with.

ing, spinning and dancing

waving pro-lifers who condemn

Jeong Pil Kim and Justin

the couple as murdering baby-

Hudec are roommates and

gracefully and effortlessly. The

killers.

g o o d f r i e n d s i n t h e fi l m .
However, Kim has a problem

"Justin and Me" by Kirk

toilet can cause between room

the audience.

next is a young college student,
spending some quiet time with

was somewhat more light-

with forgetting to flush the toi

hearted, providing a dramatic
warning against walking
around alone at night with
cash. Julie Medema played the

let which severely irritates
Hudec. Kim eventually goes

God in the prayer chapel. The
last is a mother pushing her lit
tle girl on a swing in a beautifril
wooded park. All three scenes

into the bathroom to flush the

dance around one another flu-

innocent

very plugged. After an "emo

"Mugging" by Sue Johnson

and

rather

naive

young girl who withdraws
A!

toilet and finds that it's very,

tional" segment of Kim being

t h e fi l m f e s t i v a l t h a t i s n o w a n

annual tradition at George Fox.
This student-led program,

of "The Lord of the Rings";
and Arwen, one between Frodo

and

than anything else pre

two "romantic" twisted trailersone romance between Frodo

Rhodes

Gabriel Davis, was a hor
r o r fi l m , m u c h d a r k e r

idly, conveying a mood of
peace and tranquility as the
three women do the

things

Media

Communications

Department, has seen signifi
cant growth in each subsequent
y e a r.

"The Fox Film Festival
was founded with the intention

t o p r e m i e r fi l m s t h a t b r i n g

Rhodes swears to kill Davis.
Davis, however, faced with a
cold existence of bloodlust

glory to Jesus Christ," said
Himes. "My hope is for

devoid of human closeness,

out of participating in the Fox

throws himself from a railroad
trestle before Rhodes has a
chance to shoot him.

In the wide range of films
shown, both light-hearted and
disturbing, the talent of the

George Fox media department
was clearly shown. Perhaps we
will see some of these same
people's names in the credits of
blockbuster movies
future.

in

the

Christian filmmakers to come
Film Festival to enter the enter

tainment industry and bring
hope back to Hollywood."
As the film festival and the

George Fox media department
continue to expand, this dream
comes ever closer to being real
ized. In our modern media-

driven world, talented
Christian filmmakers have the
potential to make a dramatic

impact on society, as in the case
of Mel Gibson's "The
Passion."

Congratulations to all
the Fox Film Festival
participants
and winners:

Kaufman, Mark Wiliams, Tyler
S a mPro^vo)ast, SH
avin,
uea
Johrnsaond
, Ke
rJl'ndonAndrew
Haskell,
Rhodes and G
abriel Davis
I s s u e 11 \ h i
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recieve awards for their labor
Festival both Friday and
Saturday night, and distrib
uted the awards alongside
Raymond Anderson, a.k.a.
D o c t o r R a y. S a n b u r g ' s
commitment and persever
ance kept the festival fun,

The
eannual
has oncFox
e ag
in
arriv,ed
fortim
the
Fialm
Festival. It took place over the
course of two days and featured

ers are associated with the

professional and flawless.
One can only hope the bar
will continue to be set high
er so that the fierce compe

Cinema and Media

tition will create even bet

Communication (CMCO)

t e r s t u d e n t fi l m s .

over fifteen pieces of work.

shown

films by many George Fox students. All these future filmmak

H a l f o f t h e fi l m s w e r e

major and together featured

At the end of the event,
awards were given out for Best
Editing. People's Choice

Award, Best Cinematography,
etc.

George Fox students), a
majority of the George Fox

Long walked away with Best

community turned out for

Performance for their involve

the free event on Saturday

ment in Brandon Baker's

evening. Some attendees

"Ithacus Getch." The Special

were not able to find a seat

Achievement Award went to

in Hoover 104 and instead

opted to sit either on the
fl o o r o r s t a n d .
BRIAN RURIK

Grover for his films "Romance

MOVIE AND FRIENDS: Director Randy Kaufman (far left) sits with fellow George Fox students and some

of the Ring" and "Justin &

staff at the Fox Fiml Festival. Kaufman directed "School Daze," which won two awards at the end of the nisht

Zeller, Bryan Harada, Samuel
Provoast, Sue Johnson, Kevin
Bowers, Matt Boyd, Andrew
Haskell, Landon Rhodes and
Gabriel Davis were also includ

ed in the festival. A special

T h e fi l m f e s t i v a l h a s

come a long way since its

shout goes out to Williams who
flew all the way up here from

Haskell and "Superheroes" by

been possible without the lead

inception seven years ago
when only one film was
shown. Out of that single
film grew a festival that catered

Boyd. All are commended for

ership of Heidi Sanburg and

to the creative drive of students

the L.A. Film School to see his

their effort and hard work on

her Film Festival crew which

whose talent could be viewed

directing debut feature at the

their creative and unique films.
Each film brought an interest

included Katie Clogston and
Rachel Zeller. They put on this

by a wider audience range.

ing perspective to the mosaic of

show, and have been involved
with every detail of it since

Me."

Williams, Tyler Billings, Rachel

Cameo

strain on most college stu
dents (by most, I mean

Randy Kaufman for "School
Daze." Ian Becker and Alice

Films submitted by Mark

The

D u e t o t h e fi n a n c i a l c o n

The Best Editing and Best
Narrative awards went to

Stephen Radley for his film
"Saving Ryan." Best Twisted
Trailer and the People's Choice
award were given to Kirk

at

Theatre on Friday night for
a small fee, while the rest
were shown Saturday night
at George Fox University
in the Hoover building.

Cameo.

Some personal favorites
included "Ransom" by Rhodes
and Davis, as well as "Irie" by

the festival.
None of this would have

Sept. 2004. Sanburg hosted the

Audience small but entbuslastic for Cameo sliowing
ELIZABETH

RODMAN

Slojf Wrifer

r e m i n d e r t o t u r n o ff a l l c e l l

phones and pagers. It became
evident as the lights dimmed
that the theater was not going to

On opening night of this be seating anywhere near full
year's annual Fox Film Festival, capacity.
Friday, April 1, the foyer of

However, the small crowd . each film. The animated atmos
of supporters made up for its phere continued through the
low number in, at times, quite program, with laughter and
exuberant
enthusiasm.
clapping both at humorous
Applause and shouts accompa
points as well as times when a
nied the beginning and end of f r i e n d o f s o m e o n e i n t h e a u d i -

ence appeared onscreen.
There were also moments

of surprise when the unexpect
ed flashed across the screen,
expressed in sharp intakes of
breath and startled exclama

tions. Indeed, there were also

Cameo Theater was full of

groans and cries at occasional

noisy film majors and their
friends, shaking with anticipa

lence and gross-out humor.

mild to not-so-mild bits of vio

From the opening film, Randy
Kaufman's rather avant-garde

tion of their work being seen on

the "big screen."

"School Daze" to the finale

As a transfer this year to

piece. Mark Williams'
"Honeymoon is Over," there
were very few dull moments on

Fox and self-professed film
junkie, the festival was a new

and exciting experience I had

screen and otherwise.

been looking forward to ever
since its existence was brought
to my attention last semester.
The evening's happenings
were made additionally enjoy

There was even clever prod
uct placement in Mark
Williams and Kirk Grover's

"Go for It," and a cameo
appearance by Professor Caitlin

able by my being in the compa

Corning in Tyler Billings'

ny of friends who attended to
support our fellow compatriots.

unique "Winner."

As the lights came up in the

However, I was momentarily
disappointed to find upon
arrival that only about half of
the submissions featured in the
festival were shown at the
Cameo; the remainder was to

theater 1 found myself shocked
that an hour and half had

passed as if it were mere sec
onds, so entranced was I by the

shadows and lights dancing
before me. Congratulations to

all the participants of this year's

be played the folowing night on
George Fox campus, prior to an

BRIAN RURIK

awards show.

Heidi Sanburg, the festi

val's committee chair, made an
announcement thanking every

one involved and issued a

festival; it was quite the event. I,
for one, am looking forward to
next year.

paDY for the SHOW: GFU students and community members begin arriving early for the April 2
thf Fnx Film Festival held in EHS 104. Admission was free

showing or mt ruA
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Murakami
releases
new
book
filled
Ta k m g with myths and the meaning of life
I

ANGIE

GII.L

r

Staff Writer

"Kafka on the Shore" by

V

v o r *
f o m
r c i 9 A 0

Since the editors only received
one submission for last issue s
contest, they decided to go to
Plan B: cheesy "top ten (or
whatever) lists " they made up
all by themselves.

Haruki Murakami is not for the

\

^^^HI

faint-of-heart, or those who are
easily offended. However, the

father or mother figure to guide

novel's lyrical prose carries the
story beyond the disturbing,
semi-mythological vignettes

him through the process. As he
makes his way through the

story, and his subsequent jour
ney into adolescence, Kafka
encounters people who will be
able to help him answer the dif
ficult questions.

which piece it together. At the
center of "Kafka on the Shore"

is the story of Kafka Tamura
who leaves home at the age of

One of Murakami's main

like prophecy which has been
preordained by his father, or to

themes is that the time between
adolescence and adulthood is

fi n d t h e m o t h e r a n d s i s t e r t h a t

extremely trying, especially if
you are trying to avoid killing
your father and sleeping with
your mother and sister, but sur
vival is possible if one has a

disappeared from his life when
he was a child.

Running parallel to Kafka's
story is the tale of an old man,
Nakata, who has had trouble
with his memory and thoughts

good support system.
Murakami leaves many

since a childhood incident dur
1. Yell "I've never seen a virus

like that before!" while ghost
ing hard drives
2. Say "beep" quietly every
two minutes
3. Put a blank Post-It note on

everyone's desk
4. Ask if anyone has seen your
pet rock
5. Do a little jig and explain
it's to ward off leparachauns
6. Ask for a smoke break
7. Ask for a raise

8. Offer your supervisor
$10,000 not to reveal any
information to the government
9. Turn your shirt inside out.

how

intends the characters to come

together, he keeps the reader

PICTURE COURTESY OF:

ing. Part of the reason for

entertained along the journey
until the question of a reunion

http://www.clarkesworldbooks.eom/images/large/1400043662.jpg

Murakami's inconclusiveness

becomes a distant memory.

Using individual chapters
as guidelines, Murakami goes

Murakami's novel allows Westem culture a glimpse of Asian liter

may be because he is writing
from a non-Westem perspec
tive. It would be difficult to teU

ature style and how non-Westerners deal with the question. Who

if Murakami's story takes place

am I?

and Kafka's journeys. This is

chapter arises, the reader is

magical quality to the novel.

usually an annoying style, and
authors often slip and put more

thrown back into Nakata's tri
als. The result is a kind of liter

Part of the joy felt in reading
the novel was wondering what

in Japan or America without
place and people names, but
with the knowledge that he is

ary whiplash, but it is the best
literary whiplash I have ever
experienced.
The mythological terms

strange person Murakami

Japanese, it becomes evident
that Murakami is employing

would have his characters next

story-telling method that

encounter.

Westerners are not used to.

and references in "Kafka on the

references in this novel there is

Shore"

numerous.

basic human questioning. What

forget about Nakata's problems

Although they are difficult to

forms the foundation of "Kafka

while embroiled in Kafka's.

grasp, and sometimes impossi

on the Shore" are the essential

bildungsroman with a second
atypical plot slapped alongside
it to make it stretch beyond the

However, as soon as the nexi

ble to understand, they add a

human questions that everyone

normal boundaries of this cate-

emphasis on one story, which

when someone mentions it

t h e o t h e r.

1 0 . We a r a t i n f o i l h a t a n d

With true brilliance,
Murakami's parallel stories are
so compelling it is possible to

Ways to tell that your room
mate has been watching too
much Napoleon Dynamite:
1. He calls you irom class and
ask you to bring him his Chap

K A F K A A N E X P L O R AT I O N O F J A PA N E S E C U LT U R E :

back and forth between Nakata

causes the reader to disregard

minds

a novel, but it is these questions
that make the story so appeal

Murakami

S c r e a m a n d l o o k h o r r i fi e d

oficr them to your coworkers.
Tell them it will protect them
from the Mac reading their

questions unanswered, which
would usually make me dislike

ing the war.
Although it is difficult to
understand

I living this life? Do I want to
be living this life? If not, can I
change it?
Kafka especially struggles
with these questions, mainly
because he is entering adoles
cence and he does not have a

15, either to escape an Oedipus
Things you can do to make
your IT job more interesting:

C l r * VWho
A / n r ^ am
a m I?
1 / Why am
mustQ ask:

-rvMict

are

Beyond the mythological

Overall, "Kafka on the
Shore" can be seen as a typical

g
is
1

Stick

question, he ends by quickly
turning his head down and to

y

.

a

bril-

i

a

n

t

who

has

won

many

awards,

the right
3. He starts conversations with

George Fox

girls by commenting on the
kind of milk they're drinking
4. He asks for your tater tots to

including
t

h

e

Y o m i u r i

Literary

save for later

P r i z e .

5. He randomly starts busting

W

80's dance moves at awkward
times

t

h

"Kafka

i

on

the Shore"

6. His wardrobe includes

tapered pants, boondoggle key
chains, and one pair of ski
boots

The semuiaTy's focus oh

he displays

wholeness^fused unth

the

eucouTugement to strike
a balance betuteen

7. He never seems to close his
mouth

8. Smiles are so foreign that

knowledge^ self, and

they look weird on him

spirit—is refreshing.

9. "Sweet" and "Gosh" make

up half of his vocabulary
10. He asks a girl to the Spring
her

r

a u t h o r

2. Every time he answers a

Foniial by drawing a picture of

o

Murakami

p

r

o

s

e

w

h

i

c

h

made his

previous
works pop
u l a r.

E VA N G E L I C A L S E M I N A R Y

sem i n a ry. geo rg efox. ed u

bril

liant, clear

—Bftoe TonnanL
of
siuderti

800-49^.49^7
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Staff Writer

releases seciiiispirltiia^^

Lamlti""'''^'
L
amotcametoPo"ra
tlnAnne
dtopro-

"ptn B-'TlIn

lets the reader do whatever he or
she needs to do in his or her own

they can spend time with the

Lord and know they are loved.

life.

Lamott's funniest responses

Lamott also writes about her
struggles with the current

had to do with politics. She does
not like the religious

President. She doesn't under
stand the war in Iraq, and she

right,because she does not think
they act as Jesus would want

aith, which continues the
themes that are started in her first doesn't believe it was the right

them to. Lamott believes that the

memoir "Traveling Mercies." thing to do, but she is trying to

most important thing for a

quell her bitterness about the sit

Lamott IS a funny, honest, soulful uation. In the essay "loving your
writer who doesn't mind admit
day 2" Lamott strug
ting that she's not a perfect president:
gles with the concept that God

Christian to do is to be kind to the

rative pieces arc about coping in

Christianity is about tolerance,

Christian. Many of Lamott's nar

a world that gets scarier as the
war in Iraq progresses.

poor. Lamott also said that she
believes in the "Jesus of Martin

L u t h e r K i n g . " F o r h e r,

loves President Bush as much as
he loves everyone else.

love and kindness.

It is interesting that "Plan B"

It is interesting to hear some
one who has been through so
much talk so candidly about her

is marketed as a spiritual memoir,

Lamott's Christianity is what because Lamott is such a differ

would be considered unconven

tional, but it is so all-embracing

and encompassing that it cannot

be labeled wrong. I do not agree

ent kind of Christian. Her writ
ing about God and how he exists

in our lives might be difficult for
some Christians to accept.

with all of her political stances,
I think it is important to read
but I think she makes good points authors like Lamott. I don't think
just the same.

A couple . of her essays,
including her favorite one, "dia

mond heart," are about her son
Sam. However, most of her
essays focus on healing and for

I can put into words how funny or
good or meaningful her essays
are. Lamott makes the difficult

things in life bearable through
laughter and complete honesty. 1

experiences. 1 think that is the

reason why people like Lamott.
She doesn't cover her actions or

PICTURE COURTESY OF: http://www.sfgate.com/traveler/postcards/anne-lamott.jpg

her words with sugar; instead she
admits that she has done wrong
and that she still has a long way
to go. 1 think she summed it up
well when she said, "1 know God
loved me, but 1 felt like such a

With the asking of a ques
tion, Lamott would pause and
then she would begin to speak.

a much more diverse audience,
and I'm not sure why there was

She would often lose the general

was speaking to an audience that
was not entirely saved. It amazed
me how people responded to her

piece of s***." We all have

to remember that God doesn't

giving people despite what they

saw a lot of these characteristics
in her when she came to Portland

subject topic, but she would
eventually wind back to the orig
inal question. I found it interest

have done.

to promote "Plan B" right before

ing when 1 read her book during

spring break.

spring break that much of what

The crowd in the Pearl
Room at Powell's swelled as the

she said when responding to peo

time for Lamott to speak grew

n't. I do know that Anne Lamott

moments in our lives when we

feel that way, and it is important

seems to live and breathe her

feelings about religion even
though they may not profess the
same religion.
The answers Lamott gave to
the questions were often funny,
but that doesn't mean they lacked

in the closet, even though she had
her pets' out on the mantelpiece.

nearer. Eventually the store had

writing, which I find fascinating.

seriousness. When someone

to shut the room down because it

signing "Plan B" for me she

1 don't know how she holds all of

asked how the success of her

was past its 300 person capacity.

asked if I had to stand the entire

Lamott writes, "I assumed Jesus
wanted me to forgive her, but I

the quotes in her head.

books had affected her church

Lamott started the evening with

Lamott responded with "every

the reading of two of her essays,
"ham of god" and "sincere medi
tations." She didn't seem very
comfortable during the reading,
but after, when she began

time. I responded, "No, we got
here early so we got seats."

also know he loves honesty and
transparency." The refreshing

Many of the questions
focused on her relationship with
God and how she feels about the

no matter what. Services are at

church. The demographics at the

reading were not what 1 expected
them to be. Most of the people

11." Even though everyone
laughed at this response, it was
obvious

answering questions, she became

there were white middle-class

Lamott wants everyone to be able

more animated.

women. I thought there would be

to find a comfortable place where

She writes two poignant
essays about her relationship
with her mother and how after
her mother died she left her ashes

thing about Lamott is that she
doesn't placate the reader and tell
them how to respond. Instead,
she writes honestly of how she
responds to a situation and then

ple was in her book. Lamott

one is welcome to come and visit

that

she

meant

it.

vacillate between loving and hat
ing us.
At the end of the question
and answer time Lamott agreed
to sign books. While she was

She smiled, "Good." And
that was the end of my encounter
with her. When 1 read her book

though, 1 could hear her voice

and that only made me laugh
harder and appreciate her more.

Baseball movie has promise Joey quits his friends ceid turkey
TDAN

BENNET

Sports Editor

"You guys swing like Helen
Keller at a pinata party."

RACHEL

REITMEYER

Sta^ Writer

gracing Joey's L.A. pad, I'm
really concerned that the end of

friends has officially passed.

Right off the bat, this film
does not come across as your

The latest in a long line of

prototypical baseball movie.

baseball movies and a remake

Thornton definitely does not

ed thing. On one hand, it is a

of the 1976 hit bearing the
same name, "The Bad News
Bears" looks to be a fresh take
on a timeless concept: an out-

play the prototypical baseball

chance to see more of the same

New York lifestyle, but accord

show you've been watching

ing to the show's writers, he's
given up his best friends. How
can a group so tightly knit

coach. Instead of taking his
team out to pizza after a hard-

The spin-off is a complicat

Joey has quit his friends
cold-turkey. Not only has the

fought game, he takes them to

every week for what feels like
your entire life. On the other

of-place coach given the reins of Hooters. He passes out drunk

hand, it's an opportunity for

a team of misfits out to shock

nostalgic producers and redun

"Hardball" did it with

during a practice. He even hits
kids with pitches during prac
tice, saying, "Good thing you

Keanu Reeves as a compulsive

had a helmet on. Imagine if

the world.

dant writers to ruin a perfectly
good half an hour of primetime
television. It also poses a ques

gambler down on his luck hired you didn't."

tion to the fans: To watch, or

by his friend to coach a group
of inner-city baseball players.
The result? An emotional film
with timely humor mixed in.
"The Bad News Bears" looks to
be more of the latter and almost

Oscar for his role in "As Good

I'm having that dilemma

As It Gets," and Marcia Gay
complete a surprisingly solid

with "Friends" spin-off "Joey."
"Friends" is my addiction. I
know every episode by heart,

cast for such a seemingly crude

comedy. Richard Linklater

none of the former.

Morris Buttermaker, a former
minor league baseball player
banned from professional base
ball for attacking an umpire.

Now employed as an extermi

nator, he is talked into coaching
the Bears, the most losing team
in Little League history.

Thornton's character does-

n't mince his words to the

group of kids, telling them

ignore one of their own? No
phone calls, no visits. Where
have Phoebe, Monica,
Chandler, Ross and Rachel
gone?

I understand that "Joey"

With a show that has this

much possibility, why are the
ratings so much lower than
anticipated?
Mainly, it is due to the fact

that people were expecting
"Friends." While Joey is one of
my favorite "Friends" charac

ters, it's hard to let go of what
once was. He's not one of the

six anymore; he's out in the
world trying to make it on his
own. Joey has to transition out

needs to stand on its own, and

of that lifestyle and understand
ably, so do the viewers. People

that it shouldn't be a continua

grew to love "Friends" because

tion

Ye t

of the fulfilling group dynamic,

"Friends" shouldn't be entirely

and it's hard to connect with

incorporate lines from the show

forgotten either. In order to
understand the present, we

into my everyday vocabulary

group.

need to have full access to the

directs the film. Linklater is per

and buy each season on DVD
the day it comes out. So when I

past.

make the connections that

found out that Joey, the lovable

"Joey" has the potential to

the Jack Black hit "School of

be a knock-out show. The show

Rock."

yet incredibly dense "Friends"

has a great plot and a phenom
enal supporting cast. Joey is

made "Friends" a Thursday
night must. His chemistry with
his lady landlord is definitely
reaching "Friends"-like propor
tions, and his relationship with
his sister is becoming more
"Monica and Ross-ish" by the

Greg Kinnear, who won an

H a r d e n o f " M y s t i c R i v e r, "

Billy Bob Thornton, from
such films as "Sling Blade and haps best known for directing

"Friday Night Lights," plays

character given up his swinging

you do when things around you
change?

So if you liked both
"Hardball" and "School of
Rock" and ever thought it

would be a good idea to mix the
two, "Bad News Bears" is a
film for you.
"The Bad News Bears," a

Paramount Pictures release, has
not been rated and is due out in
theaters nationwide July 22.

not to watch?

character would get his own
show, I was able to say goodbye

of

"Friends."

surrounded by colorful charac

to my friends at their series
finale knowing that it wouldn't

ters, such as his delightfully

be the last time I'd get to see

bly pushy, slightly trashy sister.
Also influencing Joey's life are
his nerdy nephew-turned-room
mate and his landlord/potential

them.

But now, with the first sea

son of Joey coming to an end
and not a single member of the
infamous Central Park Posse

ostentatious agent and incredi

love interest. It also incorpo
rates a great theme: what do

the character outside of that

Yet there is hope. Slowly,
Joey is starting to reach out and

day. And to top it all off, he's

acting more like the goofy Joey
we've come to know and love.
Now all he needs is a coffee
house...
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ihick and field team looks
to finish solid season sirong
DAN

Front the Cheap Seats
NCAA Tourney

2005 gave us all
more than enough

BKNNETT

Sports Editor

DAN

The George Fox University

BENNETT

^'madness"

Sports Editor

track and field team is quietly
becoming a dominant force in
Northwest Conference 3nd

Is it just me, or does it
seem like March Madness is

Stoudamire has been known

NCAA Division III athletics.

like a fine wine, progressively

getting better over time?

the deadliest three-point
shooters in the land. But in
the Sweet Sixteen, it was the

fied six athletes for the national

alcohol at George Fox

meet in May, two of the ath

University? Well, what about

mid-range jumper of the sen

Since the beginning of the

Wait, we can't talk about

season, the Bruins have quali

letes earning automatic bids.
The two automatic quali
fiers both occurred during Cal
State-Northridge's Spring Break

comparing the tournament to
root beer? Is that better?

In any case, this year's
N a t i o n a l To u r n a m e n t w a s o n e

event and both qualifiers com

for the books, giving us shock
ing upsets, stellar performanc

peted in the decathlon.
Sophomore Ben Dillow tal

M O L LY

lied 6,992 points over the
course of the ten-event compe

RAISING THE BAR: Brad Thomas just makes it over the bar dur

in Sacramento, junior Seth
Harris earned a provisional

points behind the defending
national champion. His per
formance over the two-day
event was the second best in

qualifying spot for the 400m
hurdles, completing the event in
53.53 seconds, good for fourth

GFU history.

in the nation this season.
Two

Senior Josh Priester was

other

Bruins

improved on their qualifying

nation and fourth best in school

G a s s a w a y, t h e d e f e n d i n g
national champion in javelin,

at

Invitational.

history.

the

Hornet

Senior

Matt

improved his best throw to 19509 feet, tops in the coun

At the Hornet Invitational

high jump,
5 feet 6.5
third best
nation this

homered in the final game.

award back-to-back for the

respectively.
Forbes and freshman Anna

McLain were given Honorable
Mention

for

the

NWC

Women's Athlete of the Week

for their performances over
spring break. McLain just
missed qualifying running in
800m

at

the

Hornet

I n v i t a t i o n a l , fi n i s h i n g t h i r d
with a time of 2:17.37, 1.57 sec
onds short of the qualifying
mark.

Vermont winning over the
mighty Orangemen of

Syracuse in the first round.
The Catamounts, drawing a

13-seed, held on in OT, watch
ing Syracuse sharpshooter
Gerry McNamara miss a
three-pointer that would have
extended the game into anoth
er overtime period.
Bucknell's win over

Kansas was shocking as well.
Kansas, given a 3-seed, came
into the tournament in the

midst of a funk, and Bucknell
took advantage Kansas'
Wayne Simien missed a fade
away at the buzzer, proving
that there can only be one
Christian Laettner in NCAA
tournament lore.

West Virginia's win over

the Willamette Open, the

2-seed Wake Forest in 2-OT

Bruins had their sixth

versity was still competing at

athlete qualify for

the NAIA level, Cook trans

tioning. The Demon Deacons

nationals.

threw the hammer 153-

formed George Fox's track and
field program into one of the
most respected in the nation,

01 feet, fourth best in the

producing 80 AU-Americans at

country and earning her

that level.

Junior

was another upset worth men

throughout college as one of

ior that proved invaluable.
Trailing by one against
Oklahoma State, Arizona got
the ball to Stoudamire, hoping
to run him off of a screen

from big man Channing Frye.
But instead of using Frye,
Stoudamire went to the left

and pulled up off balance
with two Cowboy defenders in

his path and.. .well, you know
the rest.

The win against Eddie
Sutton and the Cowboys

placed the Wildcats in an Elite
Eight showdown vdth top
seeded Illinois. The Fighting
Illini, losers of only one game
during the regular season,
were heavily favored to
advance.

But Arizona jumped in
front and stayed there for

most of the game, leading by
15 points with four minutes to
play. Then, the universe col
lapsed on Arizona.

Illinois started hitting
threes while Arizona started

missing free throws and turn
ing the bail over. Trailing by
three and time running out on
the mini's season, Illinois
stole the Arizona inbounds

of Wake came into the tour

pass and got the baU to Luther

nament ticked off, thinking
that they should have gotten a
top geed instead of the

Head, who coolly hit the

Washington Huskies.

But the Mountaineers were by

The current success of the

George Fox University track

spot.

no means ready to roll over

game-tying shot. The Illini
ended up pulling it out in OT,
sending a shocked Arizona
team back to Tucson.

And then, of course, we

and let Wake advance. It took

saw the culmination of the

Three Bruins have also

a n d fi e l d t e a m s s h o u l d n o t b e

50 minutes, but West Virginia

season with the anointing of

earned the coveted NWC

viewed as a one-time occur

knocked off Chris Paul and
the Demon Deacons, and
actually made it as far as the

North Carolina as national
champion. We watched as

rence. It is only a matter of time *
until GFU is regarded as one of
the top programs for track and
fi e l d i n D i v. I l l a t h l e t i c s .

Daniel

Downs

Softball:
George Fox scored four runs on NWC co-

leader Linfield, but it wasn't enough as the
Wildcats prevailed 10-4 in the first of game of
a d o u b l e - h e a d e r. L i n fi e l d a l s o t o o k t h e s e c o n d

game behind stellar pitching, winning 1-0.

M e n ' s Te n n i s :
Tyson Hunter improved to 7-1 in singles
matches, but the Bruins dropped b o th te a m
m a t c h e s t o P L U a n d U P S i n Ta c o m a .

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s :

Let's take a look at the

been no stranger to success here
at George Fox. While the uni

Baseball:
The Bruins extended their winning
streak to 10 with a three-game sweep of Lewis
&• Clark in Portland. Brandon Rupp pitched a
four-hit shutout in the second game of the
fi e l d e r

Dillow and Priester won the

Head coach Wes Cook has

In Brief...

left

award. Gassaway won for the
week of Feb. 28-Mar. 6, while

overall behind two D-I runners

the
to
the
the

the hammer. Here, she throws the discuss

while

Week

peting in
improved
inches,
jump in
spring.

a provisional qualifying
QUALIFIED: Junior Lindsey

the

the

Lindsey Blankenship

Blankenship has qualified for nationals in

of

try this season. Senior
Michelle Forbes, com

Earlier in the season at

M O L LY B O Y L E

Men's Athlete

weeks of Mar. 14-20 and 21-27,

just behind Dillow, totaling
6,690 points, which was good
enough for third best in the

marks

es and amazing finishes.

upsets. None was bigger than

ing a recent jump

tition, the second best total in
Div. Ill this season, and only 50

series,

BOYLE

Arizona's Salim

The ladies were blanked by UPS in
Beaverton and PLU in Newberg.

For this year's team, the
time appears to be sooner rather
t h a n l a t e r.

Elite Eight before succumbing
to Louisville.

Speaking of West Virginia

in the Elite Eight, their threepoint shooting against the

Roy Williams, one of the
classiest coaches in the busi
ness, finaily took home the

title he so richly deserved. We
watched as Rashad McCants

Cardinals was phenomenal,

lay on the court in St. Louis in
disbelief, overcome with the

man Kevin Pittsnogle (who,

you're the best team in the

with special credit given to big joy that comes with knowing
THEY SAID
I T. . .
"The idea is not to

incidentally, also earns a spot
on this writer's All-Name
team, but that's for another
time).

block every shot. The
idea is to make your

Pittsnogle and his com
rades shot a sizzling 18-27

opponent believe that

the arc, the post responsible

you might block every

fornaiiing six of them in nine

shot."

- Bill Russell, Boston

Celtics legend

(66.7 percent) from beyond

attempts. But even the incredi

ble outside shooting of West
Virginia was not enough to

stop Rick Pitino from taking
his third team to the Final
Four.

land.

Illinois, on the other

hand. wiU go home with a 372 record, still the best^n Div. I

basketball. Unfortunately for

the Illini, that second loss
came at the most inopportune
time imaginable.
Thank goodness for

March Madness. I'm already

looking forward to next year,

when we can tap the root beer
keg once more and savor the
deliciousness.
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UD?'
p
rediction:
Biazers
NBA champs by 2014
CORV

Staff Writer

Youth movement."

im head coach Kevin Pritchard

III be honest, I threw in the
towel. Don't get me wrong, Pve
never been a fair-weather Ln-1

in for GFU baskotbaii

I have recently

DAN

come to a much

Sports Editor

named

The honors just keep com
ing for the George Fox

rewarded for her outstanding

more optimistic

The moment I heard these
words uttered from the mouth
of Portland TraU Blazers inter

Awards keep pouring

outlook on my
boys from PTown. We could

goals per game (2.89), and was

BENNETT

University men's and women's

be champs by

basketball teams.

year "2014 (and
who knows,

Following a trip to the
"Elite Eight" round of the
national tournament, the best
finish to any basketball season

maybe even

frown upon the hundreds of socalled "fans" that are. Let me

2012). Read on
and ponder the

put it this way: After hearing

possibilities

Bruins

found

(assuming these

ranked

#10

about this "movement" as I get

guys are actually
all here in four

Today/ESPN Coaches Poll and
#12 in the final D3hoops.com

those words, I was as excited
for the new Jude Law movie or
Disney sequel.

In other words, I was con
vinced the Blazers were about to

pull a Atlanta Hawks or Tampa
Bay Devi! Rays on a fan base

in George Fox history, the Lady

years).
PG Sebastian

K AT U . C O M

PLAYGROUND LEGEND: The Blazers are

Te l f a i r - O n e o f
hoping that rookie Sebastian Telfair's street
t h e fi r s t t r u e

Brooklyn prodi

game crosses over into a stellar NBA career

that had gotten used to making gies set to ever actually do
the playoffs, and at least being

competitive, for a good 20 years
before last year's season to for
get. Teams like the Hawks and

D-Rays are always in a "youth

movement" or "rebuilding"

stage. And how fun are those
teams to watch? About as enter

taining as the mind-numbingly
atrocious movies Glitter

o r

Rollerball.

Get my point? I had a n
awftil feeling that from that
moment on the handful of loyal
fans like me were set to enter the

Ice Age of NBA basketball.
There was no hope of anything

but a top lottery pick in a post
LeBron-Dwayne Wade draft
that appears as thin and awk
ward

as

Manute

Bol

or

Gheorghe Muresan were in
their heyday as NBA players
(Never seen them? Google
them—you're in for a treat).

After spending months in
reflection at a sports monastery,

something in the NBA besides
provide an occasional highlight
reel. He works hard at what he

does, and even though Damon
Stoudamire was on pot for a few
years prior to this season, Telfair

can learn from another midgetsized guard who's held his own
for over nine years now.
SF Viktor Khryapa- You've
got to love these no-name
European guys that come out of
nowhere (i.e. Dirk Nowitzki
and Peja Stojakovic) and then
suddenly become amazing after
playing more than 15 minutes
somewhere other than outside

PF Zach Randolph- So
people think he might have been
a flop this year. To an extent
maybe, but this guy is "Big
Smooth" in the post, and I
mean big—270 lb. big. Sure, his
passes out of double-teams
aren't worth any more than a
penny in the Dollar Store, but
he's an incredibly talented
inside post player. Give him a
titanium-ordered robotic knee, a

5.1 40-time, and he's got
Charles Barkley-like numbers
without the mouth.

C Joel Pryzbilla- At 5.9
points per game, 7.6 rebounds
per game, and 47 percent shoot

26 ft. Ironically, this guy can

ing from the charity stripe, this

actually play defense too.

guy is P-Town's new enforcer.
Move over "Big Diesel," the

SF Travis Outlaw- This

guy can jump. And he can jump
some more. He can jump real

"Big Pryz" is the new sheriff in

the

Northwest

Conference Player of the Year.

themselves
in

the

USA

Poll.

The Lady Bruins finished
the seasoiT with a 22-6 record,

Senior Liz Clark was also

season, being named Third
Team All-West Region.
After averaging 10.8 points,
8.4 rebounds and 2.8 steals per
contest, Clark was named First
Team NWC. During her tenure
at George Fox, Clark hauled in
743 rebounds, the sixth best
total in school history.
Senior Mark Gayman con
tinued to add to his list of grow
ing accolades by being named
Second Team All-West Region.

earn a first-round bye in the

Gayman averaged 18.0
points and 8.3 rebounds per
game during his final season of
an illustrious collegiate career.
He led the NWC in rebounding

NCAA Division

and fmished second in scoring

including a 14-2 conference

record, good enough to win the
Northwest

Conference
III

and

national

as he helped the Bruins to a 13-

tournament.

After leading the Lady

3 c o n f e r e n c e fi n i s h a n d a n 1 8 - 7

Bruins to the "Elite Eight," jun

mark overall. Gayman was the

ior

only men's player from the

Kim

Leith

Honorable

was

named

Mention

All-

NWC

named

to

an AU-West

American, while at the same Region team.
time being named Second
D3hoops.com, the defini
Team All-West Region.
tive source for Division III bas
Leith averaged 18.0 points k e t b a l l , i s s u e d t h e A l l and 4.0 rebounds per game this American and All-West Region
season for George Fox, set the teams. This is the fourth year
school record for points in a t h a t s u c h t e a m s h a v e b e e n
season with 485, ranked eighth announced by the website.

nationally in three-point field

Downs honored for week of

outstanding bitting

tovra.

high and dunk from just about

So I leave you with this, my

anywhere in a vicinity even
remotely close from anywhere

fellow George Foxites: a

DAN

BENNETT

Sports Editor

dynasty is just over the wake.

around the key. And the best

Grab your boards and get on

Daniel Downs, starting

part of it? He's another SF. You
got to love having so many SF's.

while the surf is low. Trail

left fielder for George Fox,

Blazers in 2014.

recently had a career week

that earned him two big
awards.

Make $7,000 to $9,000
this summer
htcp://www.kfoxradio.net

k f o x c a d i o

Upcoming Baseball Games on
www.kfoxradio.net

The sophomore was
named

the

Conference

Northwest
Hitter

of

the

Week for the week of March

Exterior painting in Portland,
St. Helens or Longvicw, WA

21-27, as well as drawing
national attention in being
named

Requirements: Reliable vehicle.
Must be clean-cut. Full time. No

experience necessary. Will train.

April 9- Puget Sound

Call l\vin City Painting

April 23- Pacific

360-636-5505

Mon-Fri 8 am - 5 pm

GAMES BEGIN AT 12:00 PM

the

Co-National

Hitter of the Week by the
National College Baseball
Writers of America.
In a week that the Bruins

went undefeated, Downs

GEORGEFOX .EDU/ATHLETICS

HOT HITTER: Sophomore Daniel
proved to be a catalyst for the Downs has been invaluable during
victories. He batted .632 over the Bmins' current winning streak
a span of four games, includ
ing hitting two home runs
and three doubles. Downs also

Standings and Schednles
Baseball

NWC - 13-2 (2nd)
Overall - 20-6

April 9-10 - UPS

Apni13-@ Concordia

Aprii16-17-@Pl-U ^
April 19 - @ St. Martin s

had 13 RBI, eight runs and
three steals.

Softball

Women's Tennis

Men's Tennis

Track and Field

NWC - 1-13 (7th)
Overall - 6-19

NWC - 4-6 (7th)

NWC - 2-6 (8th)

Overall - 4-7

Overall - 2-6

April 9 - Bruin Bash
April 11-12 - NWC
^Aulti-Events

April 9 - @ Lewis &
Clark

April 10 - Lewis & Clark
April 16 - PLU

April 10 - @ Linfield
April 15-16 - NWC

April 8 - Willamette
April 10 - Linfield

To u r n a m e n t

April 15-16 - NWC
To u r n a m e n t

April 16 - PreConference Tune-Up
April 22-23 - NWC
Championships
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ITS GOING ON SALE

The 2"^ annual 'Wear Your Pajanvjs
To Work* Sale is April 15"*
Almost everything in the bookstore
will be on sale ranging from
20-50% off

BUT vou have to weor your PJs to
get the discount!

All clothing, gifts, plush, school
supplies, art supplies, computer

product, trade books, greeting cards ^

and gift bogs |

WILL BE ON SALE I
Store hours will be

8:00am to 5:00pm
Come early as quantifies are limited

Stuff not on sale: textbooks, diploma frames, food,
drink, health, beouty end sundries

WEAR YOUR PJs = SET THE DISCOUNT
A K«mb«r oi th« lUUoAil of Cotli»^ Uom

iAprU8.2005
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